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The affinity of various mutant lac DNAs
ABSTRACT
for the lac repressor was examined by means of a competitiod binding assay. The results indicate that there exist at
least two binding sites for the lac repressor. The primary
binding site is coincidental with the operator, as defined
by genetic studies. Mutations of the promoter or the Z gene
have little or no effect on the repressor binding properties
of this primary binding site, thereby confirming that the
operator is distinct from lacP and Z. The secondary binding
site(s), which has a 25- to 31-fold lower affinity for the
repressor, is- located within the operator proximal third of
the Z gene.

medium similar to TCL medium described by Riggs et al. (13);
it was modified to contain 0.4 mg/100 ml of glucose instead of
lactose and 0.54 mg/100 ml of casamino acids that had been
treated to lower the phosphate contant (14)1.
The buffers used include filter buffer (FB) and binding
buffer (BB), both of which are similar to that described in
Riggs et al. (13), except that the concentration of magnesium
acetate was lowered to 2.5 mM. All phage dilutions were performed in X-Ca++ buffer (12).
Genetic Markers of the lac Controlling Elements. The mutations used in these studies are described in Fig. 1 and Table 1.
The lac ends of deletions 77, 173, 189, and 215, have been
determined relative to a series of lacZ- nonsense mutations by
two different techniques. The original bacterial strains were
mated with F' or Hfr strains containing the nonsense mutations and recombinants were scored as described (15). The
deletions after incorporation into Xptrp-lac phages were also
mapped against the point mutations by infecting point mutant strains with the phage and looking for lac+ transductants.
The lacZ point mutants have been described (16, 17).
Specialized Transducing Phages. Several of the mutations
used in this study were incorporated into the 080plac (18)
genome. The 480plac derivatives carrying the lac mutations
S20, S146, P-L157, and P-L305 were isolated by a procedure
described by Malamy et al. (19). The 080plac derivatives
carrying the lacoO mutations, the double lac mutations L8UV5, and the lacPrl9 mutation were isolated by growing the
480plac- S20 phage on the appropriate mutant strain and
then plating the progeny with the X7062 indicator bacterium
on T-XG plates. Blue (lac+) plaques were found at a frequency of from 10-3 to 10-4. Since S20 is a lacO-Z deletion,
p1esumably lac+ phage can arise only by recombination events
that transfer the desired oc mutation or P mutation onto the
t,80plac genome at a high frequency. Large-scale lysates of
each 480plac derivative were obtained by mixing 109 phage
with 2 ml of a fresh overnight culture of X7026. This mixture
was diluted up to 1 liter with LB + Ca++ medium and was
incubated overnight at 300 with shaking in two 2-liter baffle
bottom flasks, after which, 5 ml of CHCl3 was added to each
flask.
Several of the deletions used in this study were carried on
Xptrp-lac or Xptrp/lac phages whose isolation has been described (12). Large-scale lysates of each Xptrp-lac and Xplac/
lac phage were obtained by mixing 3 X 109 phage with a 40-ml
overnight culture of a lac-SuIII+ strain (QD7078) and incubating 10 min at 370 with shaking. This bacteria-phage
mixture was diluted with 1 liter of LB5 medium, and the
diluted mixture was dispensed in 40-ml aliquots onto LB5 agar
in 150-mm diameter plastic petri dishes. These dishes were
incubated overnight at 370 on a reciprocal shaker set at 40
cycles/min. The liquid was collected from each dish and 1 ml
of chloroform was added per 100 ml of lysate.

Associated with the lactose (lac) operon are a series of genetic
signals that determine when and how often expression of the
lac operon occurs. One of these signals is the promoter (P)
where transcription initiation is thought to occur (1-4).
Another signal is the operator (0), the target or binding site
for the lac repressor (5-8). Genetic experiments have indicated
that these signals are arranged in the following order, I-P-0-Z,
where I and Z are the structural genes for the repressor and
,6-galactosidase, respectively, and that the operator is clearly
separated from P and Z (9-11). The development of in vitro
systems for studying repressor-operator interaction by Gilbert
and Muller-Hill (7) and Riggs et al. (8) and the existence of
specialized transducing phages containing mutations known
to define the lacP and/or lacO regions (12) has facilitated the
possibility of determining in vitro whether the conclusions of
the genetic experiments are in fact correct. The experiments
described in this communication present such an analysis.
The results confirm the observation that operator constitutive
mutations reduce repressor binding to lac DNA in vitro (7, 8);
they indicate that promoter point mutations and deletions do
not measurably affect the repressor-operator interaction; and
they show that deletion of the entire Z gene does not affect the
repressor-operator interaction. A surprising resi4lt of these
studies is that, although the operator is the primary binding
site for the lac repressor, it is not the only one. Indeed there
is a secondary lac repressor-binding site located within the a
region of the lacZ gene.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Media and Buffers. The media used include lactose minimal
(12), T-XG agar (12), LB (12), LB + Ca++ (LB modified to contain/5 mM CaC12), LB5 (LB modified to contain
only 5 g of NaCl per liter and 10 mM MgSO4), LB5 agar
(LB5 containing 11 g of agar per liter), and TCG [a minimal
agar

Abbreviations: CAP, catabolite activator protein; cAMP, adenosine 3': 5'-cyclic monophosphate.
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TABLE 1. lac Mutations used in this work

lacP- Li
lacP- L8
lacP- L157,
L305

Iacpr UV5
lac Pr 19

awsO 15

lacOe 24
lacOc 120
lacZ- U118,
2286, 2246,
2244, 2163,
624
lacIsQ

X8630, W2
F36a, W211,
W227

0

Deletion abolishing CAPcAMP stimulated lac
expression
Point mutation decreasing
CAP-cAMP stimulated lac
expression
Mutations decreasing lac
expression
Second site revertant of L8
that increases CAP-cAMP
independent lac expression
Catabolite repression insensitive (CAP-cAMP independent) mutation of lacP
Presumed multisite 0 mutation
Class VIIa 0 point mutation
Class lIb 0 point mutation
lacZ nonsense mutations

Presumed lac promoter mutation increasing repressor
production 50-fold
trp-tonB-lacl deletions
trp-tonB-lacP deletions

215

2, 23

2, 23
32

D
n

I

X8630
W2
L1
F360,W227
W211
W225

I

N

N

Ii

.

S20. S146
X8554 X8555
I

23, 33

W200, W205.W209

34

189
215
173
77

26, 30, 35

26, 30
26, 30
16, 17

38

15, 36
24
24

12, similar to
deletions
described in

39.
lacO-Z deletions
lacZ, YA-tonB deletions

B°
C.D

Ref.

Description

W200, W205,
trp-tonB-lacO deletions
W209, W225
tonB-lacZ deletions
77, 173, 189,

S20, S146
X8554, X8555

Z

p 0

lac genetic
marker

2315

11
10

The source of O+ DNA was Xplac5 (18, 20). Radioactively
labeled Xplac5 was obtained by growing at 300 an Su lysogen
of Xplac5, cI857, S7 at 300 to an O.D.w0 of 0.4 in TCG medium. At this time 5-10 mCi of carrier-free 32pO4 was added per
500 ml of culture and the temperature of the culture was
brought to 440 and maintained at greater than or equal to
400 for 15 min, after which it was cooled quickly to 370 and
incubated for an additional 4-5 hr. The bacteria were concentrated 20-fold by centrifugation and were lysed by addition
of 1/100 the bacterial suspension volume of chloroform.
Nonradioactive Xplac5 was prepared in a similar fashion, except that the lysogen was grown in LB medium.
Purification of Phage and Isolation of DNA. The bacterial
debris in the various lysates was first removed by centrifugation in a Sorvall SS3 rotor at 10,000 rpm for 10 min. The
phage were concentrated from the supernatants by first dissolving polyethylene glycol 6000 (Matheson, Coleman, and
Bell) to a final concentration of 8% (w/v) and NaCl to a final
concentration of 3%O (w/v). The phage were removed from
the suspension by centrifugation in the SS3 rotor at 10,000
rpm for 10 min, and were then resuspended in 2-5% of the
original volume in X-Ca++ medium. In this suspension 0.82 g of
CsCl .per ml was dissolved. This suspension was distributed

FIG. 1. lac mutations. The approximate genetic locations of
the lac mutations used in this work have been described (2,
10-12, 15-17, 24, 30, 32-36) except for deletions 77, 173, 189, and
215. These deletions were mapped in relation to the indicated
point mutations. The locations of the point mutations represent
relative genetic positions but not actual physical positions.

into 10-ml polycarbonate tubes and was centrifuged at least
14 hr at 35,000 rpm in a Spinco TI 50 rotor. The band of
phage was collected and diluted up to 20 ml with X-Ca++
buffer. Particulate debris was removed by centrifugation in a
Spinco 42 rotor at 5000 rpm for 7 min. The phage were concentrated from the supernatant by centrifugation in the 42
rotor at 30,000 rpm for 1 hr. The phage pellet was resuspended
in X-Ca++ buffer containing optical grade CsCl (p = 1.5) by
gentle agitation, and the suspension was centrifuged in the
TI 50 rotor as described above. The centrifugation in the TI
50 rotor was repeated once more. The purified phage were
prepared for extraction of their DNA by dialyzing the phage
against 0.3 M NaCl-0.1 M Tris * HCl, pH 7.9. The DNA was
extracted from the phage by rolling the suspension with an
equal volume of water-saturated phenol three times; the excess phenol was removed after the last extraction by rolling
with an equal volume of ether. The aqueous layer was dialyzed
against 10 mM NaCl-0.1 mM EDTA-10 mM Tris HC1, pH
7.9.
Preparation of lac Repressor. The ISQ repressor (repressor
coded for by an I gene carrying the SQ mutation) was purified
as described (21).
The operator active repressor was titrated by a procedure
similar to that described by Riggs et al. (13). Various amounts
of purified repressor in BB medium were added to polyallomer
tubes that contained 0.2 1&g of Xplac5 ['2P]DNA also in BB
medium. The final volume was adjusted to 0.7 ml, and the
mixture was incubated for more than 10 min at 25°. Three
0.2-ml aliquots from each tube were then applied to three
nitrocellulose filters. After the sample had passed through,
the filters were each washed once with 0.4 ml of FB medium.
The filters (25-mm diameter, Schleicher and Schuell-B6) were
pretreated by shaking them in 0.4 N KOH for 30 min. They
were washed with water and then stored in FB medium. The
amount of DNA retained on the filters in the presence of
saturating amounts of repressor varied with the preparation
of DNA used, but in general was greater than or equal to 50%.
-
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FIG. 2. Competition repressor-binding experiment. The
quantity (% of cpm in absence of any competitor, % CPMo) of
Xplac5 [82P]DNA retained on the filters in the presence of limiting concentration of I8Q repressor and various quantities of
080placP- L157 DNA (A), Xptrp-lac 215 DNA (0), or 080placS146 DNA (0) is plotted.

The amount of DNA retained in the absence of repressor or in
the presence of repressor plus 1 mM isopropyl-f3-D-thiogalactoside was less than or equal to 5%7.
DNA Competition Experiments. The affinity or dissociation
constant (Kd) of various DNAs for the lac repressor was
determined by competition experiments similar to those
described by Bourgeois and Riggs (22). Various concentrations of a test DNA in BB medium were mixed with 0.2 ,ug of
Xplac5 [32P]DNA in BB medium. The volume of each reaction
mixture was adjusted to 0.6 ml with BB medium and 0.1 ml
of a repressor solution was added. After mixing, the mixture
was incubated at least 30 min at room temperature. The concentration of the repressor in the reaction mixture was such
that approximately 50% of the XplacS DNA was bound to the
repressor in the absence of any competitor.
RESULTS

The Primary lac-Repressor Binding Site. The experiments
described in this section ask whether various known lac mutations affect the binding of the repressor to the operator or, for
reasons that will become obvious in the next section, to the
primary binding site. Competition repressor-binding experiments for each of the experimental DNAs tested generated
curves fitting one of the three general types of curves pictured
in Figs. 2 and 3. A determination of the affinity or Kd of any
competing DNA for repressor relative to that of the Xplac5
[82P ]DNA can be ascertained either by determining where the
competition curve intercepts the 50% point in a plot similar to
those presented in Fig. 2, or by examining the slope of the
competition line in the linear presentation of the data in Fig. 3.
The relative affinities, expressed as a ratio of Kd exp/Kd
Xplac5, for each type of DNA determined from plots similar to
Fig. 3 are shown in Table 2. As would be predicted, Xplac5
DNA has a Kd exp/Kd Xplac5 equal to approximately 1, while
O-Z deletions such as S20 (080plac-S20 and Xptrp-lacF36aS20) and S146 (080plac-S146) have little or no affinity for the
repressor (Kd exp/Kd Xplac5 >> 40) and operator constitutive
mutant DNAs manifest intermediate affinities (Kd 0¢ 24/Kd
Xplac5 = 17.2, Kd Oc 120/Kd Xplac5 = 31.3, and Kd OC 15/Kd
Xplac5 = 25.2). With this type of.assay, one can then determine whether various lac promoter mutations affect the binding of the repressor to its primary binding site. All of the
promoter point mutation DNAs tested (L8, L157, L305,

EQUIVALENTS UNLABELED DNA

FIG. 3. Linear presentation of competition repressor-binding
data. The data presented in Fig. 2 are replotted as described by
Bourgeois and Riggs (22).

UV5, and Pr19) appear to bind the repressor with an affinity
equal to that of Xplac5 DNA. A more critical experiment is to
test deletions of the promoter. The deletions Li (carried on
Xptrp-lac W2 + Li), W227, and F36a appear from genetic
and physiological data to delete that portion of the lac promoter which is the target site for the CAP-cAMP complex
(23, 24). All of these deletion DNAs leave the primary binding
site of the repressor intact. The in vivo characterization of the
TABLE 2. Relative Kds of lac mutant DNAs for the repressor
DNA

Xplac5

480placPr(L8-UV5)
080placPr19
080placP-(L157)
080placP-(L305)
Xptrp-lac X8630
Xptrp-lac W2 + Li
Xptrp-lac F36a
Xptrp-lac W227
Xptrp-lac W211
Xptrp/lac 554
Xptrp/lac 555
Xptrp-lac W225

4080placO' 24
080placO 120
480placOe 15

Xptrp-lac W200
Xptrp-lac W205
Xptrp-lac W209
Xptrp-lac 189
Xptrp-lac 215
Xptrp-lac 173
Xptrp-lac 77
Xptrp-lac F36a-S20
080plac S20
080plac S146

Experiments Kd exp/Kd Xplac+
12
1
2
4
1
1
1
1
3
5
1
1
4
3
4
4
2
1
3
2
9
4
4
3
2
5

0.96
1.07
1.43
1.25
0.92
0.84
0.89
0.86
1.48
2.25
0.92
0.64
11.09
17.23
31.28
25.19
22.68
26.70
18.79
24.98
28.78
>> 40
>> 40
>> 40
>> 40
>> 40

The repressor-DNA dissociation constants for various lac
mutant DNAs relative to the repressor-lacO+ DNA dissociation
constant was determined by comparing the slopes of the lines
generated from the competition binding data plotted as described in Fig. 3 with the theoretical slope for lacO+ DNA [0.01
X (equivalents of unlabeled DNA)/(% CPMo retained)]. The
values of the slopes were calculated from the competition data
by a linear repression analysis program in a Wang 600 calculator.
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deletion W211 indicates that it removes all of the lac promoter
and leaves the lac operator largely intact (24). This DNA
may manifest a slight reduction in affinity for the lac repressor
relative to Xplac5 (Kd W211/Kd Xplac5 = 2.25) but the data
for these tests were sufficiently variable (1.48-3.39) so that
this is not a firm conclusion. Deletions such as W200, W205,
W209, and W225 remove the promoter completely and cut
into the operator (24, 25). DNA molecules that carry these
deletions manifest a reduced affinity for the lac repressor (Kd
W225/Kd Xplac5 =11.1, Kd W200/Kd Xplac5 = 22.7, Kd
W209/Kd Xplac5 = 18.8, and Kd W205/Kd Xplac5 = 26.7).
We know from genetic data (10) and direct sequence analysis that the deletion 555 cuts between the Z gene and the
operator. The Xptrp/1ac555 DNA thus can serve as a means of
determining whether the primary binding site for the lac
repressor overlaps with lacZ or not. The data in Table 2 show
that Xptrp/lac555 DNA has an affinity for the lac repressor
approximately equivalent to that of Xplac5 DNA. The deletion
554 was originally thought to cut into the operator, although
the genetic evidence was not unambiguous (10). Xptrp/lac 554
DNA binds to the lac repressor with an affinity equal to that of
Xplac5 DNA and, therefore, the deletion does not cut into the
primary binding site for the lac repressor. These results indicate that the primary repressor binding site (the operator) lies
between, and is distinct from, the promoter and the Z gene.
The Secondary lac Repressor Binding Site. Some of the results described above also suggest that there might exist a
secondary low-level repressor binding site within the lacZ
gene. The change in repressor binding affinities for the 00 120
and Oc 15 DNA greatly underestimates the change that would
be predicted from their in vivo properties. These mutations
are known to change induction ratio [defined as the P value
by Smith and Sadler (26)] by approximately 100- and 300fold, respectively (26); yet the in vitro affinity for the repressor, which one might expect to be a reflection of the in vivo P
value, is changed only 25- to 31-fold. In a more comprehensive
study performed before initiation of these experiments, with a
different assay procedure (measuring the half-lives of different
repressor-operator complexes), Jobe, Bourgeois, and Sadler
also found that when the in vitro repressor operator dissociation constants for different lacOc DNAs are compared with the
in vivo P values, the curve deviates from the expected linear
relationship primarily due to the fact that the strong Oc
mutation DNAs have much higher affinities for the repressor
than would be predicted from the in vivo data (27). The
second piece of data that suggests the existence of a secondary
repressor binding site is that describing the interaction of
Xptrp-lac W200, W205, and W209 DNAs with the repressor.
In vivo data (24), especially the genetic studies on W205 by J.
Schrenk (25), suggest that these deletions cut very deeply into
0 and, therefore, should affect the binding of the repressor
drastically. Yet they manifest the same approximate affinity
for the repressor as the single base change mutation 00 120.
Another important observation is that the O-Z deletions S20
and S146 completely eliminate any detectable affinity for the
repressor. This observation suggests that the hypothetical
secondary binding site must be located within the Z gene.
We have confirmed that a secondary repressor binding site
does exist in lacZ, and have determined its approximate location by examining the ability of Xptrp-lac 189, 215, 173, and
77 DNAs to bind repressor in the competition assay. The
deletions 189 and 215 cut into the Z gene and yet bind the
repressor as well as the o0 120, 00 15, W200, W205, and W209
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FIG. 4. Location of lac repressor binding sites. The lowaffinity binding site is present within the first 1000 nucleotides of
the Z gene since the mutation 624 is known to generate a ftgalactosidase nonsense fragment with a molecular weight of
40,000 (37).

DNAs (Table 2). Deletions 173 and 77 show no measurable
affinity for the repressor. Therefore, a secondary binding site
for the repressor exists in that region of the Z gene defined by
deletions 215 and 173 (see Figs. 1 and 4)-.
CONCLUSION

The competition binding assay described by Bourgeois and
Riggs (22) has been used to analyze the effect of various mutations on the interaction of lac repressor and lac DNA. The
results clearly indicate that there is a high-affinity primary
binding site for the lac repressor which is identical to the
operator as defined by genetic studies. Promoter mutations
and a complete Z gene deletion have little or no effect on the
repressor binding properties of this site, thereby confirming
that the operator lies between the promoter and the Z gene as
a distinct nonoverlapping unit.
An unexpected conclusion from these studies is that there
exists a second region in the lac operon to which the repressor
binds with an affinity 25- to 31-fold lower than that of the
primary binding site. This region is presumably a single binding site (although a series of binding sites has not been ruled
out) and it is located in the operator proximal portion of the
lacZ gene. We suspect that this secondary binding site is not
contiguous to the primary binding site for the following
reasons: The deletions 189 and 215 clearly delete portions of
lacZ as defined by the nonsense mutations U1 18, 2286, and
2246 and yet these deletions leave the secondary binding site
intact, (Figs. 1 and 4). This secondary binding site probably
has a sequence similar to the primary binding site; however,
the lac-UV5 mRNA sequence data of Maizels (28) and the
,8-galactosidase NHr2terminus amino-acid sequence data of
Zabin and Fowler (29) indicate that no such sequence exists
between 0 and Z or within the first 45 nucleotides of Z. This
secondary lac repressor binding site has been independently
discovered by Gilbert, Gralla, and Maxam (personal communication), who determined that treatment of Xh8Odlac
DNA with the site-specific restriction enzyme isolated from
Hemophilis eagyptious results in the generation of several
specific fragments of lac DNA. Two of these fragments bind to
the lac repressor. One of these two contains the operator and
the other, with a weaker affinity for the repressor, is derived
from the operator proximal portion of lacZ.
What is the significance of this secondary binding site for
the lac repressor? The affinity of this site for the lac repressor
is extremely high-as measured in these experiments it has an
affinity approximately 1/25 to 1/31 that of the primary binding site for the repressor. This is the type of repressor binding
that one might expect from a single base change 00 mutation.
Since the operator is at least 16 base pairs long (26, 30), it is
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highly improbable that this secondary binding site is present
due to pure chance. We can think of two other explanations
for its existence: the secondary binding site may play a functional role or the secondary binding site may have resulted
from an evolutionary accident.
One possible functional role for a second repressor binding
site would be to allow repressor to block RNA polymerase
molecules that have somehow progressed beyond the primary
repressor-operator complex. If this type of repression actually
occurs, it must be extremely inefficient, since the P value data
from the Oc 15 mutant suggests that it could act only 1/300 as
well as the repressor-operator complex.
Potentially interesting hairpin loops in the lac DNA or
mRNA might form if the secondary binding site was in the
opposite orientation from the primary binding site such that
the two sequences were symmetrical. It is possible that the
repressor might bind to the loop structure and block transcription on the DNA [as has been proposed for the his operon
(31) ], or block translation on the RNA. However, Gilbert and
Muller-Hill (7) and Riggs et al. (8) were unable to detect any
interaction of the repressor with single-stranded lac DNA
although they did not examine self-annealed single-stranded
lac DNA. There are other potential functions for such a
homology between the operator and an internal region within
Z. For instance, a looped structure may function in protecting
the 5' end of the mRNA from exonucleolytic attack. Recently it has been determined that oC mutations do affect the
half-life of the lac mRNA (H. Carlson and T. Smith, personal
communication), which suggests that at least one of the two
hypothetical complementary sequences plays a role in determining the sensitivity of the lac mRNA to degradation.
There are two possible evolutionary origins for the secondary repressor binding site. The present lac operon may have
arisen from a fusion of two operons, both of which were
under lac repressor control, or the Z gene as we know it may
have arisen from a duplication of the O-Z region. This latter
possibility should be amenable to a sequence analysis.
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